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ABSTRACT
Ninety-six  subjects  wel.e  administel'ed  the  Beck  Depression
Inventor.y  and  on  the  basis  of  their  scores,  assigned  to
depressed  or  nondepressed  groups.     A  block  randomization
procedure  was  used  to  assign  subjects  to  time  and  treat-
ment  groups.     There  were  8  blocks.     Each  block  was  divided
into  a  depressed  and  nondepressed  section,  with  each  sec-
ti.on  containing  six  randomly  order.ed  treatment  conditions.
The  six  treatment  conditions  were  created  by  two  time
conditions--Immediate  and  24  hour--,   each  with  three
pretreatment  conditions--Insoluble,   Soluble,  and  Control
conditions.    Miller  and  Selignan  (1975)  have  demonstrated
that  learned  helplessness  can  be  pl.oduced  by  exposure.  to
four  insoluble  discrimination  learning  problems.    One  of
the  results  of  the  present  study  replicated  this  finding.
Further,  it  was  found  that  although  learned  helplessness
was  produced,  it  disappeared  by.24  hours.    Also,  in  con-
trast  to  the  learned  helplessness  model  of  depression,
depressed-control  subjects  did  not  significantly  differ
fl.om  nondejressed-control  subjects  on  either  dependent
measure.     It  was  fo.und  that  although  depressed  subjects
subjects  make  significantly  more  errors  on  anagram  solu-
tions,  they  are  not  slower  than  nondepressed  subjects  in
response  latency.                              \
Learned  helplessness  has  been  the
describe  the
term  used  to
interference with  adaptive responding
EE9±LJ2g±P¥±±SP9±±±=£JQ±E±sfaaa±±±±±d
un.controllable  trauma  (Selignam,1975  a,  p.  86)._-__.---
Overmier  and  Seligman  (1967)  and  Seligman  and rfe
Maier  (1967),  while  doing  experiments  on  fear  condition-
ing,  observed  a  difference  between  dogs  who  were  exposed
to  escapable  shock  or  no  shock  and  thor-se  exposed  to
inescat;i!a~ble   shocri.  in  the  ~ravlovian  harness.     twenty-
four  hours  later  all  dogs  were  tested  in  a  two-way
shuttle  box  where  they  could  learn  to  escape-a.vo.id
shock.    It  was  observed  that  with  the  onset  of  the
first  electric  shock  in  the  shuttle  box,  The  no  shock
and  escapable  shock  dogs  would  run  frantically  about
uni;il  it  accidentally  crossed  the  shuttle  box  barrier
and  escaped  the  shock.     On  succeeding  trials,  these
dogs  learned  to  escape  the  shock  more  quickly  and
eventually  leaned  to  escape-avoid  the  shock  altogether.
Only  696  of  these  dogs  failed  to  lean  to  escape  and
avoid  this  shock.    In  contrast,    two-thirds  of  the
dogs  previously  exposed  to  inescapable  shock  failed
to  learn  to  escape  or  avoid  the  shock  in  the  shuttle
box.    These  dogs  reacted  in  the  sane  manner  as  the
naive  dogs  to  the  first  shock,.  t>ut  unlike  the  naive
dogs,  after  approximately  30  seconds,   they  stopped
running  and  sat  paLssively  until  the  painful.i.  50  second
shock  terminated. On  all  succeeding  trials.  these  dogs
continued  to  passively  accept  the  shocks  and  not  escape.
It  was  also  observed  that  if  one  of  these  dogs  did
jump  the  barrier,  thus  terminating  the  the  shock,  it
would  immediately  revert  back  to  passively  accepting
the  shock.     These  dogs  did  not  seem  to  benefit  from
response  relief  contingencies¢as  the  naive  dogs  did
(Seligran,   1975ao   p.   85-86;   1975b,   p.   11-25;     Maier,
Seligman,   and  Solomon,   1969,   p.   299-342).
Sell an's  theor
In  order  to  explain  this  phenomena,  Ovemier  and
Seligman   (1967)  and  Seligman  and  Maier  (1967)  proposed
and  tested  the  hypothesis  that  the  dogs  given  inescap-
able  shocks  had  learned  that  shock  termination  was  in-
dependent  of  their  responses;   . That  is,   ''The  probabil-
ity  of  an  outcome  is  the  same  whether  or  not  a  given
response  occurs."     (Seligman,   1975b,   p.   16).     Thus  the
dog  has  learned  he  has  no  control  over  the  shocks  and
nothing  he  can  do  will  terminate  then.    Seligran  and
Maier  have  shown  the  central  concept  here  was  not  the
shock  per  se,  but  it  was  the  degree  of  control  over
the  shocks  which  was  the  determinant  of  whether  or  not
interference  occured  in  later  escape-avoidance  training.
It  was  further  hypothesized  that  learning  that  respond-
ing  and  outcomes  were  independent  had  two  effects  which
could  account  for  why  the  dog  failed  to  later  learn  to
escape-avoid  shock  in  the  shuttle  box  (Seligman  and
Maier,1967;   Overmier  and  Seligman,1967;. Maier,   Selignan,
and  Solomon,   1969,   299-342).     First,   there  was  a  motiva-
tional  effect.    When  the  dog  was  stl.apped  into  the
Pavlovian  hal'ness  and  given  inescapable  shocks,  he
first  made  active  voluntary  responses.    Because  the
shock  was  inescapable,  he  learned  that  his  responses
were  independent  of  shock  termination.     The  incentive
for  response  initiation  in  the  presence  of  shock  was
partly  produced:;:by  the  expectation  that  responding
increased  the  probability  of  shock  termination.    W.hen
this  expectation  was  absent,  the  incentive  for volun-
tary  response  initiation  was  low.    The  shock  in  the
shuttle  box  aroused  the  same  expectations  learned  in
the  harness--that  responding  and  shock  termination
were  independent.    Thus  the  incentive  for  any  active
response  initiation  in  the  presence  of  shock  in  the
shinttl;  box  was  low.     Seligm:n  and  Maier  (1967)  stated
that  it  may  also  be  possible  to  explain  this  effect  if
one  looked  at  a  broad  view  of  extinction.
Any  procedure  which  decreases  the  probability
of  a  response  by  eliminating  the  incentive  is
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an  extinction  procedure®     If  independence  of
shock  termination  and  responding  eliminates
the  incentive  to  respond  (as  assumed),  then
our  harness  procedure  could  be  thought  ol-  an
extinction  pl'ocedure.     Such  an  explanation
seems  only  semantically  different  from  the
one  we  have  advanced,  since  both  entail  that
the  probability  of  responding  during  shock
has  decreased  because  subjects  learned  that
shock  termination  was  independent  of  its  re-
sponses   (Seligman  and  Maier,   1967,   p.   8).
In  contrast  to  the  inescapable  group,  intel'ference
Was  not  produced  in  the  escapable  group  because  subjects
learned  that  their  responding  produced  shock  termination.
The  incentive  for  continual  responding  was  present  and
the  subject  escaped  normally.     q}he  second  effect  of
learning  that  responding  and  I.einf orcement  were  inde-
pendent  was  a  cognitive  one.     A  dog  exposed  to  inescap-
able  shocks  had  difficulty  later  learning  that  respond-
ing  produced  relief  even  when  he  made  a  response  that
produced  relief .    If  a  subject  acquired  a  cognitive  set
in  which  A's  were  irrelevant  to  B's,  then  it  would  be
harder  to  learn  that  A's  produced  B's  when  they  actually
did  (Selignan,   1975a,   p.  95;  Maier,   Seligman,  and
Soloman,   1969,   p.   327).     There  was  a  third  effect
unrelated  to  shuttle  box  escape  but  was  an  effect  of
learning  that  events  were  uncontrollable.    It  was  am
emotional  effect  (Seligman,1975a,   p.   95;   1975bi   p.
27-44).     Uncontrollable  shock  produced  more  conditioned
fear,  ulcers,  weight  loss,  defecation,  and  pain  than
controllable  shock  in  a  Study  by  Weiss  (1968).     Fur.therl
Seligman  believed  that  when  an  organism  was  faced  with
an  inescapable  tra\una,  the  initial  response  to  control
the  trauma  was  elicited  by  fear.    Fear  decreased  when
the  trauma  was  brought  under  control  by  the  organisms
responses.     But  as  long  as  the  organism  was  unsure
whether  or  not  he  contl.oiled  the  trauma,  the  fear  was
still  useful  as  a  motivator  to  search  for  a  response
that  worked.    Once  the  organism  was  certain  the  trauma
was  uncontrollab.Ie.-ithough,  fear  decreased  and  depression
ensued .
Generality  Q£ learned helplessness :
Seligman   (1975a,   p.   86-88;   1975b,   p.   31-35)   stated
that  if  learned  helplessness  was  to  be  taken  seriously
as  an  .explanatory  principle  for  real  life  depression,
anxiety,  and  sudden  death,  as  he  pl.oposed,   it  must  be
demonstrated  in  a  wide  variety  of  situations.    Seligman
and  others  have  demonstrated  the  generality  of  helpless-
ness  and  its  interference  with  a  wide  range  of adaptive
responses.     Ove]rmier  and  Seligman   (1967)  and  Seligman
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Maier  (1967)   claimed  that  the  interference  was  very
general  and  did  not  solely  depend  on  the  use  of  any
particular  shock  parameter.    In  their  studies  they
have  varied  the  frequency,  intensity,  density,  and
temporal  pattern  of  shocks  and  have  produced  the  inter-
ference  effect.    They  further  stated  that  the  inescapable
shocks  did  not  neccessarily  have  to  be  preceeded  by  a
CS,  nor  did  it  matter  where  the  shocks  were  given.    At
the  lowest  level  of  generality,  helplessness  transfered
from  one  apparatus  to  ano.tzier  as  long  as  shock  occured
in  both.     This  has  been  shown  in  the  typical  learned
helplessness  paradigm  cited  above.     BI.aud,  We
Russo  (1969)  extended  this  finding  by
and
demonstrating  in
mice  that  interference  caused  by  inescapable  shock  was
transferable  to  a  non-shock  situation--escape  fl.om  a
::::i:==:::L±:==±ifi--8-i -v e n  i±£±+==P=!±=!:P=!S=J!=!:i
slower+;to  escape  a  water  maze  than  mice  given  escapable
shock.     Mcculloch  and  Bruner  (1939)   produced  similiar
results  in  I.ats.     In  another  study,  Brookshire I.ittnan,
and  Stewart  (1961)  demonstrated  that  helplessness
caused  by  inescapable  shock  genel.alized  to  another
aversive  e±Per±en,ae--frustration.    Rats  given  inescapable
shocks  were  slower  to  escape  a frustratin sit.uation  ,
±±=±+±:I_±±±£lE±±==±i±±g±±S±9±±=±±=±:±==iexp_oiure
to  inescapat)1e  shock  reduced  aggressiveness  in  rats
(rvTai.i-L`,   _L`mdersono   and   1.iet>erman,1972;   Powell   and   Creer,
1969;   Payne,   Anderson,   and  Murcurio,   1970)   and  competi-
tiveness  for  food  in   puppies   (Seligman,   1975b,   p.   33).
It  has  been  demonstrated  that  inescapable  US's
other  than  shock  could  produce  effects  which  were
similiar  to  the  failure  to  escape  shock.    Escape  deficits
have  been  produced  by  inescapable  tumbling. (Anderson  and
Paden,   1966),   inescapable   loud  noise   (Hiroto,1974;
Hiroto  and   Seligman,1975;   Thol'nton  and  Jacobs,1971),
and  insoluble  discrimination  leaning  problems  (Hiroto
and  Seligman,1975).     Suoni  and  Harlow  (1972)  reported
creating  helplessness  in  rhesus  monkeys  by  confining
them  to  a  narrow  vertical  chamber  with  a  minimum  amount   .
of  stimulation  for  the  first  45  days  df  life.    See
Maier,   Seligman,   and   Soloman   (1;69,   p.   533-335;)  iahd.`.T--.  :`.
Seligman.(1975a;;..:.`Y:.T-p.   87;?1975b,   p.   27-31 )   for  an   ex-
tended  discussion  of  generality  of  helplessness  in
animals.
I.earned  helplessness  has  been  demonstrated  in
stud.ies  by  Seligman  and  Maier  (1967),   Over.mier  and
Seligman   (1967),   Seligman,   Miler,   and  Geer   (1968),
Overmier  (1968),   Maier  (1970),   Selignan  and  Groves
(1970),   Carlson  and  Black   (1957)  and  Leaf  (1964),   all
who  used  dogs  as  subjects.     Deficits  in  escape  or
\
)
avoidance  of  shock  as  a  consequence  of  inescapable
shock  has  a,1so  been   shown  in  cats   (Seward  and  Humphrey,
1967;  Masserman,1943),   fis`n  (Padilla,   Padilla,  Ketterer,
and   Giacalone,   1970),   mice   (Braud,   \`/epman,   and  Russo,
1969)  and  rats   (Mowrer,   1940;     Dinsmoor  and  Camb§i|;
1956;   Dinsmoor,1958;   Seligman,   Rosellini,   and  Kozak,
1974;   Selignan  and  Beagley,1975).     It  has  fur:ther
been  demonstrated  in  man.
w€utJi.J
Thornton  and  Jacobs   (1971)  Were  the  first  to  ex-
periment  with  learned  helplessness  in  man.    Using  a  par-
adign  very  similar  to  the  helplessness  studies  of  .animals ,
college   studeii.ts  Were   pl.etreated  With  inesca.p:.L`Dle,   es-
ca-pa.bieg   or  no  shock.     As  a  test  for  helplessness,  all
subjects  could  learn  to  escape  shock  by  pressing  a  se-
quence  of  buttons.    Their  results  parallelled  the  find-
ings  in  animals--after  contact  with  inescapable  shock,
subjects  failed  to  escape  shock  which could  have
in  fact  escaped.    These  subjects  also  failed  to  benefit
from  successful  response-relief  contingencies.    Hiroto
`{`1974)  pointed  out  several  methological  pl.oblems  with
their  study,  concluding  that  their  study  demonstrated
the  effects  of  prior  avoidance  learning  on  later  escape
avoidance  rather  than  learned  helplessness.
Hiroto   (1974)  was  tine  first  to  adequately  demon.-
strate
college
learned  helplessness  in  man. In  his  study,
students  were  used  who  had  internal-external
scores  oi- at  least  one  standard  deviation  above  or
below  the  mean.     An   ''internal"  was  a  person  who  be-
lieved  he  controlled  his  own  I.einforcers  and  an  IIex-
ternal''  believed  reinforcers  came  as  a  result  of  luck
or  chance.    Hil.oto  believed  there  was  a  cen.tral  concept
of  control  inherent  in  both  learned  helplessness  and
internal-exter'nal  studies  and  investigated  this  relation-
ship. Sub5ects  were  randoznly assigned  to  one  of  three
pretreatments--escapable, inescapable,  or no  aversive
noise--  and  to  one  of  two  instructional  sets--  per-
formance  in  the  shuttle  box  was  a  matter  of  chance
vs  skill.    After  30  pretreatment  trials with  aversive
noise,   subjects  were  taken  to  a finger  shuttle  box,
where  in  18  trials,  all  sut)Sects  could  learn  to  escape
aversive  noise.  Results  showed  that  subjects  in  the
inescapable  group  failed  to escape the  aversive  noise
on  over  50%  of  the  18  trials,  while  the  escapable
group  failed  in  13%  and  control  group  failed  on  11%
of  the  trials.    Further.,  the  external  locus  of  control
variable,  as  well  as  the  chance  instl.uctions,  interact-
ed  with  inescapability  to  produce, greater  deficits
than  internal  locus  of  control  and  skill  instructions.
Taken  sepal.ately,  external  subjects,  regardless  of
their  pretreatment and  instructional  sets,  were  sig-
nificantly  slower  tLQ+?_scape  or  av_oi4  tha.n  inte_=z±±+I
sub.iects®     Similiarly,   the  chance  instruction  groups
were  signif icantly  more  retarded  on  dependent  measul.es
than  the  skill  instructional  groups.    Hiroto  concluded
that  learned  helplessness9   externality,  and  chance  in-
structions  all  had  a  common  underl*ing  process:     the
expectancy  that  I.einforcement  was  independent  of  respond-
ing.    Hiroto  had  further  extended  the  generality  of  the
learned  helplessness  phenomena  by  demonstrating  that
helplessness  could  occur  in  man  by  pretreatments  with
an  aversive  noise.
Hiroto  and  Seligman  (1975)  recently  did  a  series   Z9
of  four  experiments  investigating  the  generality  of
learned  helplessness  in  man.    Specifically  they  were
interested  in  the  transfer  of  helplessness  produced  by
instrumental  or  cognitive  pretreatments  to  new  escapable
instrumental  or  soluble  cognitive  task.    Hiroto  and
Seligman  reported  that  in  all  experiments  helplessness
was  produced.     The  following  results  were  obtained:
(a)  Instrumental  pretreatment-Instrumental  test  task
:::=:=i=:::IjJ::E!::i:i::!=:=I\±J±!!==±=====±=2Lle
aversive  tone  escaped  significantly `more  poorly  in  the
shuttle  box  than  subjects  given  escapable  or  control
pretreatments.     (b)    Instrumental  pretreatment-Cognitive
test  task  experiment:     Sut)Sects  pretl.eated  with  an  in-
escapable  aversive  tone  were  significantly  worse  at
solving  anagrams  than  the  escapable
ment  groups  on  two  of  the
or  control  pretreat-
three  dependent  measures.
(c)  Cognitive  pretreatment-Instrumental  test  task:
Subjects  pretreated  with  insoluble  discrimination  prob-
lens  did  significaritly  worse  on  shuttle  box  escape  than
the  soluble  or  control  pl'etreatment  groups.     (d)  Cogni-
tive  pretreatments-Cognitive  test  task:    With  four
insoluble  discrimination  learning  problems,   subjects  in
the  insoluble  group  did  significantly  worse  on  anagram:
solutions  than  the  soluble  or  contl.ol  pretreatment
groups  on  two  of  the  three  measures.    Hiroto  and  Selig-
man  cited  three  main  findings:     (a)  Helplessness  could
be  produced  in  man  parallel  to  helplessness  in  aLnimals.
(b)  Helplessness  could  be  produced  by  a  cognitive  task
without  aversive  stimuli.     (6)  Cross-modal  helplessness
could  be  demonstrated.
Time  Variable :
An  important  variable  within  the  learned  helpless-
ness  paradigm  is  time  and  reseal.ch  has  shown  that  help-
lessness  follows  a  time  course.    By  varying  the  length
of  tine  between  inescapable  bretreatments  and  escape
or  avoidance  training,  one  can  investigate  the  question
of  how  long  learned  helplessness  last..   In  the  typical
helplessness  experiment  using  dogs,  there  was  usually
a  24  hour  period  between retreatment  and escape-avoid-
ance  training.     Overmi3r  and  Seliorman   (1967)  investigated
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this  time  variable  with  dogs  by  adding  a  48  hour,  72
hour,   and  144  hour  group  to  the  24  hour  group. Their
results  showed  that  dogs  given  inescapable  shock  and
tested  48,  72,   or  144  hours  later,   escaped  significantly
faster  in  the  shuttle  box  than  the  24  hour group  given
inescapable  shock.    These  three  groups  did  not  differ
among  themselves  though.    Further,   there  was  no  signi-
ficant  differences  in  escape  latencies  between  these
three  groups  and  groups  exposed  to  escapable  shocks.
So,   dogs  responded  norE`.ally  if  48  hours  or  more  elapsed
between  inescapable  shock  pretreatment  and  escape  train-
ing.     Seligman  and  Maier  (1967)  found  that  interference
could  be  prolonged  indefinitely  if  the  dog  was  given  an
additional  experience  with  inescapable  shock  within  24
hours  of  the  first  session  of  inescapable  shc)ck.
Overmier  (1968)  did  a  study  very  similiar  to  the  Over-
mier:and  Seligman   (1967)   study  but  the  dogs  were  given
instrumental  avoidance  training.  instead  of  escape  tl.aim-
ing.     Overmier  (1968)  found  that  if  72  hours  or  more
elapsed  between  inescapable  shock  pretreatment  and
avoidance  training,  the  dogs  responded  normally.    Further,
Seligman  and  Groves  (1970)  reported  that  two  or  four
sessions  of  inescapable  shock  over  a  one  week  period
produced  interference  with  escape  responding  one  week
later.    Unlike  dogs  though,  rats  failed  to  escape  5
minutesg   1   honr,   4  hours,   24  hours,   and   1   week  after
receiving  inescapable  shock.     (Seligman,  Rosellini,  and
Kozak,   1975).     To  date  there  have  been  no  studies  in-
vestigating  time  as  a  variat)le  with  humans.
Proactive  Inhibition  (PI)  and  Retroactive  Inhibi-
tion  (RI)  have  been  investigated  as  explanations  for  this
time   course.   (Maier,   Seligman,   and  Soloman,   1969,   p.   332).
Ihe  PI  explanation  was  explained  as  follows:    The  dog
used  in  the  typical  helplessness  experiment  arrived  with
an  unknown  past  history.    .These  dogs  probably  had  a
history  of  experiences  where  many  of  their  responses
produced  relie=-  and  also  had  e:{periences  controlling  or
escaping natural  aversive  events.    If  the  dog  then  re-
ceived  one  session  of  inescapable  shock  and  learned  that
responding  and  shock  termination  are  independent,   PI
from  his  previous  experiences  might  affect  retention.
Since  PI  incl.eases  with  tine, (Underwood,   1948   ;  Maier
and  Gleutman,1967)  it  was  possible  that  24  hours-`after
inescapable  shocks  in  the  harness,  the  PI  was  not  strong
enough  to  change  the  expectation  that  responding  and
shock  temination  were  independent.    But  after  48  hours
it.may  be  stl.ong  enough.     When  multiple  sessions  with
inescapable  shock  were  used,   this  reduced  the  PI  to  a
degree  that  nontransient  helplessness  was  produced,
(Seligman  and  Groves,   1970).     It  has also  been  found
that  dogs  reared  from  birth  in  cages  were  more  vulnerable
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to  helplessness than  dogs  of  unknown
This   Coulca.   `,.)ossibly  be
reared  dogs  had  little
past  history.
explained  by  the f a.ct  that  cage
opportunity  or experiences  to
learn  that  responding  produced  relief .
should  thus  have  little  PI  and  be  more
These  animals
susceptible  to
helplessness   (Seligman  and  Groves,1970).     Seligman,
Rosellini,  and  Kozak  (1975)  similiarily  offered  this  as
an  explanation  as  to  why  their  cage  reared  rats  aid  not
follow  a  time  course.    Ihe  RI  explanation  stated  that
after  the  dog  received  a  session  of  inescapable  shocks,
he  was  returned  to  his  cage  and  between  this  tine  and
the  time  for  escape-avoidance  training,  he  would  engage
in  some  sort  of  activity.    This  activity  may retro-
actively  inhibit  what  was  learned  in  the  harness.
Forty-eight  hours  may  retroactively  inbibit  what  was
learned  in  the  harness,  while  24  hours  nay  not.
Iiearned  hel 1essness and  ae ression :
Seligman   (1973;   1975a;   1975b,   p. 75-81 )  has  tena-
±±L±±±.l±en±4I±±E±eE±±£Ei__maLPLi:__us=:I:
using  a  laboratory induced  animaLl  phenomena  as  a  model
for  hunan  pathology  by  arguing  two  points.    First,  he
stated  that  a  lat)oratory  model,  which  was  usually  well
defined,  would  improve  and  refine  the  present  losely
defined  definition  of  depression.    A  laboratory  model
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placed  neccessary  conditions   on  an  open~ended  clinical
label.     Thus,   the  learned  helplessness model  dealt  only
with  depressions  that  defined  learned helplessness;  that
is,  an  individual  who  was  passive,  hada  negative  cogni-
tive  set,  and  believed  that  his  responses  had  no  effect
on  outcomes  or  rewards.     "Depression  in  this  model  is
a  specific  cognitive  distortion  of  the  perception  of
the  ability  of  one's  own  response  to  change  tbe  envir-
oment,  rather  than  a  general  pessimism"   (Miller  and
Seliglnan,   1973).     Secondly,   Selignan  stated  that  if
helplessness  and  depression  i.Jere   siniT if_:.r  ori  certain
criteria,  then  one  could  test  the  model  by  looking  for
similiarities  predicted  on  other  criteria,.    For  exanple,
if  one  could  cure  learned  helplessness  in  the  dog  by
forcing  him  to  respond  in  a  way  that  produced  relief ,
then  one  could  predict..i.a  similiar  cure  for  depression
in  man,
Selignan   (1973;   1975a,   p.   80-107;   1975b,   chapter
5)  and  Miller  and  Seligman  (1973)  stated  that  there
were  four  main  lines  of  evidence  that  suggested  that
depression  and  learned  helplessness  were  similiar,  thus
providihg  evidence    for  the  model:     (a)  Behavioral  and
physiological  symptoms  (b)  Etiology  (c)  Cure  (d)  Preven-
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Behavioral 3± |trysiologica=i Oms
The  three  main  effects  of  learned  helplessness--
notivational,   cognitive,  and  emotional--mentioned
earlier  in  this  paper  a.re  also  characteristic  of
depression.     In  relation  to  learned  helplessness,
they  will  be  only mentioned  briefly  here  in  order  to
prevent  repetition.
Both  learned  helplessness  and  depression  have  the
common  symptom  of  passivity  or  reduced  voluntary  re-
spondin8. Within  depression,  Miller   (1975:'  s.t.-at'ed
that  psychomotor  retardation  was  generally  considered
to  be  a  major  symptom.     Ferster  (1963)  stated,
The  bulk  of  the  depressed  person's  activity
is  likely  to`,``,ibe  passive ....     The  most  obvious
characteristic...is  a  loss  of certain  activity ....
The  latency  of  a  reply  to  a  question  may_i.-`-beL.:.'`i-
longer  than  usual,  and  speaking,  walking,  or
carrying  outlToutine  task.will  also  occur  at
a  slower  pace.  .(p.857)
Seligman  (1975b,   p.  82-84)  cited  several  researchers
ngho  have  observed  this  slowness,  retardation,  and
passi+±Sy  in  t>ehavior,   speech,  and  responding  of  the
depressed  person.
The  formulation  of  a  negative  cognitive  set--the
belief  that  success  and  failure  are  independent  `...:.`:.:`3
:i+±j±=j±j=£±±p9±inses--i_a.„aLnEgftyrL±V±±=±ijjpp±9mLL±±±±£h
lear'ned  helplessness  and  depression  share.    Within  the
helplessness  paradign,  once  an  organism  had  experience
with  uncontrollability,  he  had  trouble  learning that
his  responding  had  succeeded,   even  when  they  actually
successful   (Seligman,   1975b,   p.   37).     Depressed  indiv-
iduals  also  formed  negative  expectations  about  the  effect-
iveness  of  their  responding.     They  seemed  to  have  dif-
ficulty  believing  that  their  responding works. Depres-
gives  often  saw  themselves  as  ''Born  Ijosers''  and  saw
their  responses  as  ''doomed  i;a  failure''.     ,.''His  cognitive
response  to  a  problem  or  difficulty  is  likely  to  be  an
idea  such  as,   .I'n  licked,   1'11  never  be  able  to  do
this'''   (Beck,1967,   p.   256-257).     Friedman   (1964)   ob-
served  -that-even:.though  a  depressed  individual  .performed
a  task  correctly,  he  reiterated  the  original  protest  of
''1  can't  do  it''   or  ''1  don't  know  howl.t''
Most  of  the  studies  in  this  area  have  looked  at
how  depressives  see  and  react  to  reinforcement  contin-
gencies.     Miller  and  Seligman   (1973;   1974;   1975)  did
several  studies  which  tested  the  negative  expectations
of  the  learned  helplessness  model  on  depressed  subjects.
Results  tended  to  show  a  similiar  negative  cognitive
set  could  be  found  in  both  learned  helplessness  and
depression.     Miller  and  Seligman   (1973)  used  32  college
studerits  who  were  divided  into  four  gr.oijlps,   depending  on
scores  on  the  Beck  Depression  Inventory:     (a)  depressed
high  extel.nal   (b)  depressed-low  external   (c)  nondepres§ed
high  external  (d)  nondepressed-low  external.    All  sub-
Sects  were  given  two  tasks  to  perform.     One  task  in-
volved  guessing  which  of  two  slides  would  appear  at  a
particular  time.     Success  appeared  to  be  a  chance  event.
The  second  task  involved  moving  a  steel  platform  upward
in  a  way  so  that  a  steel  ball  was  kept. from  rolling  off .
Success  here  appeare!'i  to  `oe  a  result  of  skill.    After
each  trial,   subjects  stated  whether  they  expected  to  be
successful  on  the  next  trial.  What  was .important  was
that  the  expel.imenter  had  control  over  the  subjects
successes  on  both  tasks.-:.in  order  to  make  the  reinforce-
ments  (success  on  a  trial)  the  same  for  all  subjects.
The  question  this  experiment  answered  was:     How  did
success  or  failure  on  any  given  trial  effect  the  sub-
jects..:expectation  of  success  on  the  next  trial.    Accord-
ing  to  the  helplessness  model  of  depression,  a  depress-
ed  individual  saw  his  responding  and  reinforcements  as
mole  response  independent  than  nondepressed  individuals
in  situations  where  reinforcement  was  response  depend-
ent.  Thus  the  model  would  predict  thaLt  depressed  subjects
in  a  skill  task  should  perceive  reinforcement  as  more
response  independent  than  nondepressed  sut]jects  and
thus  depressed  subjects  should  show  less  ch,3.nge  in  ex-
pectancy  following  reinforcement  in  a  skill  tasld:  than
nondepressed  subjects.     On  the  chance  task,   the  model
predicts  tha.t  nondepressed  and  depressed  subjects  should
both  see  responses  and  rewards  as  independent.     Thus
both  groups  should  not  differ  on  response  expectancy
changes.     Both  pl.ei3.ic+.ions  were   confil.ned.     It  has  been
shown  in  other  studies   (James,   1957;   James  and  Rotter,
1958;   Phares,1957;   Rotter,   Ijiverant,   and  Crowne,1961)
±±:±j:±±::::±±±_re_i_pfor:e±=£±L±±±E£±€.t.s..i.a.nee.e._t9j]±±:=±[=
±±:±==::pg£±e±£iesJar_£±±±±±=±±±±£±±s s  p Q_r e±£±±!±+±!±±::
they  perceived  the  I.einforcement  as  contingent  on  their
own  responses  than  when  they  viewed  the  reinforcement
Eg    ElillE!EraEFTmEillH    in    EEfflEElm   HEEillHrmHEEi           ill        E]EiidH    illE    iEHHE.
Miller  and  Seligman  sugges at  the  smaller  expect-
ancy  changes  in  the  skill  task  of  the  depressed  subjects
were  due  to  their  perceiving  the  reinfol'cement  as  nope
response  independent  than  did  the  nondepressed  subjects.
It  was  also  found  that  the  more  depressed  an  individual
was,   the  lower  his  expectancy  change    scores  in  the
skill  task.    Externality alone  did  not  have  a  signifi-
cant  effect  on  expectancy  change  in  either  task.    In
conclusion  Miller  and  Seligman  stated  the  expectancy
that  I.einforcenent  and  responding  were  independent  was
a  major  behavioral  manifestati6n  in  depression.
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elevated  in  rats  who  could  control  shock.     The  cate-
cholamine  theory  of  depression  (Schildkraut,   1965)
stated  that  norepinephrine  was  depleted  in  depressives.
Besides  parallels,   Seligman  (1975a,  p.   92)  also
saw  limitations  or  differences  between  the  behavioral
manisfestations  of  learned  helplessness  and  depression.
He  pointed  out  that  the  largest  single  difference  was
that  people  could  talk  and  tell  others  what  they  were
thinking  and  feeling  but  animals  could  not.    Because
humans  could  express  feelings,  mariy  symptoms  incorpor-
ated  in  the  diagnosis  of  depression  were  ba.sed  on  sub-
jective  terms--for  example,   loneliness,  hopelessness,
apathy,  worthlessness.     In  the  helplessness  model  though,
animals  could  not  describe  the  way  they  were  feeling.
Also  suicide  and  sobbing  are  behavioral  symptoms  of
depression  but  not  learned  helplessness.     Seligman
stated  further  that  helplessness  was  experimental  and
unselected  while  evidence  on  dfpression  was  clinical,
anecdotal,  and  selected.
Etioloev:
I.he  cause  and  effects  of  learried  helplessness  was
discussed  earlier  in  this  paper.    To  date,   the  causes  of
depression  are  not  clear.Although  theories  of  depression
are  developed  mainly  through  observation,  many  theorists
agree  about   some  of  the  basic  caLuses.     Many  of  these
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theorists  (Bibring,
Melges  and  Bowlby,
1953;   Beck,   1967;   Iiichtenberg,   1957;
1969)  agree  that
from  a  cognitive distortion  of  the
ression  results
erception  of  one.s
own  responses  to  influence  his  environment.     Seligman
also  is  in  agreement  with  this  and  has  been  the  f irst
to  experiinentally  test  it.     Seligman  (1975a,   p.   98)
believes  that  when  the  individual  learns  or  believes
that  he  can  no  longer  control  the  important  aspects  in
his  life  that  I.elieves  suffering  and  brings  satisfact-
ion,  he  becomes  depressed.     In  effect  he  learns  that
that  his  responding  and  reinforcements  are  independent.
This  then  results  in  motivational,  cognitive,  and  emo-
tional  effects.    According  to  Seligman's  explanation,  an
individual  who  is  rejected  by  a  loved  one  becomes  de-'-_-           __     _      -----
pressed  because  h@  can  no  longer  control  this  signi-
ficant  source  of  gratification.     Seligman  (1975a,  p.99)
notes  several  problems  and  differences  in  etiology  in
helplessness  and  depression.
Cure :
_
Only  one  treatment  has  been  found  as  a  cure  for
learned  helplessness--forcing  the. organism  to  see  the----------------------
response-relief  contingencies.     Seligman,  Maier,  and
£:==JJ££32J±±£±£L±±|e___=±±_±y_fL£=:±±j9g±±£=9±±i!|e
shuttle  box  barrier  during  OS  and  shock .with  long
leashes  in  order  to  get  the  dogs  to  see  that  their
(,,    '          ,                ,
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inch  letters  Spaced  i  inch  apart.     A  second  set  of  5
letter  soluble  anagl'ams  \..,'as  also  administered   (Appendix
I)).     This  set  consisted  of  20  anagrans  taken  fl.om
I.Presselt  aii`:  :?2yzner   (1966).     the   5   letters  of  each
anagram  were  arranged  in  a  sequence  of  3-4-2-5-1.`     Phese
anagrams  were  constructed  idefically  to  the  first  set.
The  'iv'ech|er  Adult  Intellegence  Scale;   Vocabulary
Subtest  was  given  to  all  subjects  on  their  return  visit
and  also  after  the  anagrams  were  administered  on  this
day.     The  Vocabulary  subtest  consist  of  40  words  of  asL
cending  difficulty.    The  Vocabulary  subtest  corl.elates
.87  with  the  Full  Scale  Scoretand   .90  with  the  Verbal
Score.
PI.o cedure . All  subjects  wel.e  administered  the  BDI
through  group  administration  and  on  the  basis  of  their
scores  were  assigned  to  appropriate  sections--depressed
or  nondepressed  --within  each  block  and  to  one  of  six
treatment  conditions.     The  six  treatment  conditions
were  created  by  two  time  conditions+-Immediate  and  24
hour--,  each  with  thl.ee  pretreatment  conditions--Insol-
uble   (IP),   Soluble   (SP),   aLnd`Control   (a).   The  two  time
conditions  refered  to  the  length  of  time  between  the
(
pretreatm.ent--discrimination  learning  problems--and  the
test  task--soluble  anagrams.  t, Subjects  in  the  2+  :lou.I
conditions  received  the  test  task  exactly  24  hours  after
I
the  pretreatnent.    Subjects  in  the  Immediate  conditions
received  the  test  task  immediately  after  the  pretreat-
ment.    The  Immediate  condition  subjects  were  also  asked
to  return  24  hours  later.    Op.  their  return  they  were
given  a  second  set  of  anagrans.    The  three  pretreat-
nent  conditions  ref ered  to  the  type  of  discrimination
learning  problems  the  sub5ect  received.    Subject;a  in  the
IP  conditions  received  four  insoluble  discrimination
problems  with  no  consistent  "correct;"  values.  Subjects
in  the  SP  conditions  received  four  identical  but  soluble
problems.    Tbe  a  condition  subjects  inspected  the  stim-
uli  of  the  same  four  problems  but  received  no  feedback
or  problem  solving  instructions.
Ea,ch  subject  was  escorted  into  the  experimental
room,  seated  across'  from  the  experimenter,  and  remind-
ed .that  the  experiment  consisted  of  two  short  unrelated
tasks.    The  subject  was  then  read  a  set  of  standard-
ized  instructions,  given  in  Apbendix  E.    Subjects  in  the
IP  and  SP  conditions  were  first  presented  one  five-
trial  three-dimensional  sanple _discrimination  learning
problem  in  order  to  clarify  the  task..   rhe  Control
sub5ects  were  given  the  same  saLmple  problem  but  without
clal.ifyin.g  instructions.    After  the  sample  problem,
all  subjects  were  asked  whether. they  had  any  questions.
For  all  subjects  this  was  followed  I)y  another  set  of
standardized  instructions,  given  in  Appendix  F,  intro-
ducing  the  f our  pretreatment  discrimination  learning
problems.     Each  problem  consisted  of  10  trials.    For
each  trial  the  subject  was  presented  one  of  the  10
stimulus  cards.    The  same  10  cards  were  used  for  all
problems.    The  IP  condition  involved  a  prearranged  set
of  correct-incorrect  f eedback  from  the  experimenter  in-
dependent  of  subject  choices.    This  made  the  subjects
responses  and  reinforcement  ("correct"  feedback)  in-
dependent;   +,hat  is,  no  matter  what  the  subject  said,
he  could  not   ''solve"  the  problem.    The  schedule  of
reinforcements  was;  I-a-I-a-a-I-I-C-a-I  for  the  first
problem;   C-I-I-a-a-I-a-I-a-I  for  the  second  problem;
I-a-I-C-I-C-C-I-C-I  for  the  third  problem;  a-a-I-I-
C-I-a-I-I-C  for  the  fourth  problem.    At  the  end  Of  each
prot>1em,   the  IP  group  was  told,   Wsorry,  that's  the  wrong
answer,"  when  they  stated  a  solution  to  the  problem.
Hiroto  and  Seligman  (1975)  have.demonstrated  that  b}
using  four  insoluble  discrimination  learning  problems,
learned  helplessness  can-be  produced.
The  subjects  of  the  IP  and  SP  conditions  were
allowed  a  maximum  of  15  seconds  to  respond  to  each
card.    The  a  condition's  card  exposure  times  were  yoked
(matched)  to  the  exposure  times  for  subjects  of  the  IP
conditions  within  each  block.
The  time  between  pretreatment  and  the  first  set
of  anagrams  was  determined  by  the  subjects  tine  condi-
tion.    The  pretl.eatment  and  test  task  were  conducted  in
the  same  room  by  the  same  experimenter.     Each  subject
was  read  a  standardized  set  of  instructions,  given  in
Appendix  S,  before  the  test  task.    All  anagrams  were
I.andomly  order.ed  far  each  subject.    All  Immediate  time
condition  subjects  were  given  the  second  set  of  ana-
gI.ans  during  their  second  session  24  hours  later.    All
anagrams  were  soluble  for  all  subjects.    A  ma±imun  of
loo  seconds  was  allowed  per  anagran.     The  same  set  of
instructions  were  used  for  the  second  set  of  anigrans
as  were  the  first.
Hiroto  and  Seligman   (1975)   suggested  four  depen-
dent  measures  for  use  with  anagrans:     (1)  Number
of  trials  to  criterion  for  anagram  solution,  defined
as  the  subject  solving  three  consecutive  anagrams  in
less  than  15  seconds.     (2)  Number  of  failures  to  solve,
defined  as  the  number  of  trials  with  latencies  of  100
seconds.     (3)  The  mean  response  latency     (4)  The  number
of  consecutive,  successful  anagram  solutions  that
occured   prior   tot  reaching  the   6rit6£-ion   f6r`Y~|earriiri'`g.'  1 1-+ '~-.`~ ..-. '`.--*.





The  first  dependent  measure  investigated
was  total  errors  (ie,  the  number  of  trials  with  laten-
cies  of  loo  seconds).    Figure  1   presents  a  summary  of
the  relationships  among  the  different  treatment  groups
on  this  dependent  measure.   In  the  SP  and  0  conditions
depressed  subjects  made  more  errors  than  nondepressed
subjects  and  the  maLgnitude  of  this  difference  was  the
same  after  24  hours.     Subjects  in  the  ImmediaLte-IP
Condition  had  more  total  errors  than  either  the  SP
or  a  subjects  with  very  little  differences  between  de-
pressed  and  nondepressed  subjects.    Phis  perforriance
deficit  disappeared  by  24  hours  with  the  nondepressed
subjects  exhibiting  lower  errors  than  depressed  subjects
in  the  24  hour  condition.     See  Table  3,  Appendix  H,  for
the  means  and  standard  deviations  of  all  treatment
groups  on  this  dependent  measure.
A  2x2x3  analysis  of  variance  shown  in  Appendix  H,
Table  2,  was  performed  with  total  errors  as  the  depen-
dent  measure.     Bhe  analysis  compared  depressed  versus
non-depressed,  the  time  fact'or  (Immediate  versus  24
hour.) ,    and   treatment -.condii;iori-*. ( IP, SP`;0.) .... `.'±Afi .-€'xami'h.a`=.`-`-"'`t.''' .' I.{.*.q~-"  -`
tion  of  I-at>1e  1  revealed  that  the  depressed  versus  non-
depressed  factor  was  significant  (p<.05,  F(1,84)  =  5.430).
\
This  indicated  that  overall,  the  depressed  groups  made
IP                  SP                  €
SI)   =   (3.19)(3.52)   (4.30)(2.03)   {4.72)(4.98)
IP                    SP                     C
SD   =  (-3.73)(5.16)   (4.08)(4.22).  (2.66)(1.88)
Figure  1:     Means  and  Standard  Deviations  for  12  Groups  for
Total  Err.or
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sigriificantly  more  total  errors  than  the  nondepressed
groups.    The  average  number  of  errors  for  the  depressed
groups  were   12.438  and   10.604  for  the  nondepressed
groups.  The  main  effects  of  time  and  treatment  were
not  significant.    The  two-way  interaction  between  time
and  treatment  was  also  significant  (p{.05,  F(2,84)  =
3.4441).     See  Appendix  H9   Table  4,   for  the  means  and
standard  deviations  of  this  interaction.    A  comparison
of  means  byiuse  of  `a  t-Test   (Bruning  and  Kintz,   1968)
indicated  that  the  Immediate-IP  group  had  significantly
more  total  errors  than  the  Immediate-SP,   Immediate-a,
an-d  24  hour-SP  and  24  hour-IP  groups.   (p<.05,  Critical
differenc  =  2.724,  df  =84).    rhis  suggested  that  expos-
ing  subjects  to  insoluble-discrimination  leaning  prob-
lems  led  to  a  significant  deficit  in  perfomanc6  on
this  dependent  measure  but  that  this_effect  disappears
by  24  hours.     The  difference  between  the  Immediate-IP
aLnd  24  hour-a  groups  were  not  significant.    There  was
also  no  significant  differences  between  any  of  the  SP
and  a  groups,  suggesting  that  soluble  discrimination
learning  problems  do  not  significantly  reduce  total
errors .
The  first  prediction  made  was  that  nondepressed
Sut2jects  in  the  Immediate-IP  condition  would  perform
significantly  more  poorly  on  the  test  task  than  non-
40
depressed  subjects  in  the  Immediate-SP  or  Immediate-a
conditions®     Using  the  dependent  measure  of  total  errors,
this  prediction  was  confirmed.    A  t-Test  was  utilized
which  was  significant  at  the  p<.05  level  (Critical  dif-
ference  =  3®854,   df  =  84).     For-.the  nondepressed  subjects
in  the  Immediate-IP,   SP,   and  a  groups,   the  means  were
14.12,   9.87,   and  10.00,   respectively.     In  contrast,
depressed  subjects  in  the  Immediate-IP  group  did  not
differ  significantly  from  depressed  subjects  in  the
Immediate-SP  or  a  groups  on  this  dependeht  measure.
The  means  for  the  Immediate-IP,   SP,   and  C  groups  were
14.45,111.62,   and   13.00,   respectively.
The  second  prediction  was  that  depressed  subjects
in  the  Immediate-C  conditions  will  perform  significantly
more  poorly  on  the  test  task  than  the  nondepressed-
Inmediate-a  subjects,  thereby mimicking  the  effects  of
uncontrollability.    Although  the  results  were  in  the
predicted  direction,  they  were  not  significant  for  total
errors  (p<.,50,  Critical  difference  =  3.85,  df  =  84).    Phe
mean  of  the  depressed-Immediate-a  group  was   13.00  and
the  mean  of  the  nondepressed-Immediate-a  group  was  10.00.
!!£±n  Response   Iatenc`yJ      The++'§econd ''d6pende`nt.`herasure-`JthL.;r'``L'+'..pr+:L`tw±
investigated  was  mean  response  latency.    Figure  2  presents
a  Summary  of  the  relationships  anong  the `tieatment  groups        "  T".
on  this  dependent  measure.     In  the  SP  andc conditions,
41
.  DEPRESSED.
IP                   SP                    €
SD   =   (10.9)(9.42)   (22.2)(13.8)    (20.0)(26.5)
IP            ut ,..-.        SP                 ^.--,        0
SD   =   (20.9)(26.2)i:.:(f8=8)(20.7)      (12.1)(9.5)
\
Figure  2:     Means  and  Standard  Deviations  for  All  G.roups
for  Mean  Response  Iaterl.dy
depressed  subjects  had  higher  response  latencies  than
nondepressed  subjects  and  the  magnitude  of  this  differ-
ence  was  still  evident  24  hours  later.    The  Immediate-
IP  condition  had  higher  response  laLtencies  than  SP  or
C  conditions  with  little  differences  between  depressed
and  nondepressed  sutJjects.    Parallel  to  total  errors,
this  performance  deficit  disappeared  by  24  hours  with
nondepressed  subjects  showing  lower  response  latencies
than  depressed  subjects  in  the  24  hour  condition.     See
Table  7,  Appendix  H,  for  the  means  and  standard  deviations
of  all  treatment  groups  on  this  dependent  meaLsure.
Using  the  sane  factors  as  in  the  first  analysis,
an  analysis  of  variance  was  perfomed  using mean  response
latency  (See  Appendix  H,  Table  5).    Table  5  reveals  only
one  significant  effect--that  between  tine  and treatment
(p<.05,  F(2,84)  =  3.208).     Comparison  of  means  utilizing
the  t-Test  suggests  similiar  results  to  those  found
with  the  time  and  treatment  iriteraction  with  total`.
errors.     See  Table  6,  Appendix  H,  for  the  means  and
standard  deviations  of  this  interaction.    Here  tbe  Imme-
diate-IP  group  had  significantly  higher  response  later`.-
cies  than  the  Immediate|SP,   Imme`diate-+g ,.,, 24.``hour-IP,,. and
24  hour--C  groups  (p<.05,   Critical  difference  =  13.12,
df  =  84).    This  suggested  that  exposure  to  insolut]1e
discrimination  learning  problems  led  to  a  decrement  in
I
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response  la.tency  but  that  this  deficit  disappeared  by
24  hours.    Unlike  on  the  total  error  dependent  measure,
depression-nondepression  was  not  a  significant  factor
on  the  mear`.  response  latency  measure.     Phis  suggested
that  depressed  subjects  tend  to  make  significantly  more
errors  than  nondepressed  subjects,  but  their  average
time  to  respond  to  each  anagran  was  not  significant.
There  was  no  significant  differences  between  Immediate-
IP  and  24  hour-a  groups  or  between  any  of  the  SP  or  C
groups .
For  the  nondepressed  subjects,  a  significant  differ-
en.ce  was  found  between  tbe  Immediate-IP  and  Immediate-
SP  or  a  conditions  using mean  response  latency  as  the
dependent  measure  (p<.05,  Critical  difference  =  18.5,
df  =  84).     The  means  were  81.11,   61.73,   and  61.58,
respectively.    For  the  depressed  subjects,  a  significant
difference  was  not  found  between  the  Immediate-IP  and
Immediate-SP  or  0  conditions  u.sing  mean  response  latency
as  the  dependent  measure.    The  means  for  these  three
groups  were  80.85,   67.55,   72.81,  respectively.
As  with  the  first  deperident  'measure,  the  predict-
i ..   ion-that  depressed  sub3ects  in..the  Immediate-a  conditions-£-
would  peiform  significantly  poorer  than  the  nondepressed
Immediate-C  subjects  was.not ,significant   (p<.50;  Critical  `J` .
difference  =  18.5,   df  =  84). q}he  mean `£or  the  depressed
Imrf ediate-C  group  was  72.81   and  the  mean  for  the  non-
depressed  Immediate-a  group  was  61.58.
As  one  might  expect,  more  d§pressed  subjects  ±`ailed
to  appear  for  appointments  than  nondepressed  subjects.
Seven  depressed  and  two  nondepressed  subjects  failed.to
appear.    On  return  visits  it  was  quite  different.    One
depressed  and  four  nondepressed  subjects  failed  to  return
for  their  second  appointment.    Three  of  the  four  non-
depressed  subjects  had  been  exposed  to  the  insoluble
problems  and  one  to  the  control  group.     The  depressed
subject  had  also  been  exposed  to  the  insoluble  problems.
All  sut)jects  who  failed  to  appear  were  replaced.
Discussion
In  examining  the  results  for  the  predictions  made,
one  appeared  to  support  the  learned  helplessness  model
of  depression  and  the  other  does  not.    First  of  all,
learned  helplessness  was  produced  in  this  experiment
by  the  use  of four  insoluble. discrinination  learning
problems.    This  replicated  the  work  of  Hiroto  and
Seligman   (1975).     Nondepressed  sut)Sects  who  were  given
-four  insoluble  discrimination  learning  problems  followed
immediately.` by`, soluble p anagrams i,made ``signiflcantly  more  .`<-``.-~T" `` ,..- j,^#vy
errors .and  had  significantly  higher  response  latencies
than  nondepressed  subjects  who-were  exposed-'to 'identical  `.I
but  soluble  problems  or  who'., were  asked  simply  to  study
the  problems.    This  effect  wa.s  not  significant  in  de=
pressed  subjects,   suggesting  that  insolubility  and
depression  were  not  additive.    These  results  replicate
the  findiri.gs  by  Miller  and  Seligman  (1975).
Secondly,  Miller  and  Seligman  (1975)  stated  that
if  learned  helplessness  is  a  valid  model  of  depression,
then  depressed  and  nondepressed  subjects  in  the  Immed-
late-a  conditions  should  differ  from  eaLch  other  in  the
same  way  and  on  the  same  task  that  differentiate  non-
depressed  subjects  in  the  Immediate-IP  condition  and  .
Immediate-a  condition.    Although  the  present  experiment
found  results  in  this  direction,  they were  not  signif-
icant  on  either  dependent  measure.
In  their  study,  Miller  and  Seligman  (1975.)  found
that  depressed  subjects  exposed  to  escapable  noise
performed  significantly  better  on  all  anagram  depend-
ent  measures  than  the  corresponding  control  group.    The
present  study  did  not  replica..te  this  finding  using  dis-
crimination  learning  problems.    One  reason  for  Miller
and  Seligmans'  finding may  have  t}een  the  result  of  an
experimentally  biased  sample  in  the  escapable  group.
Phey  stated  that  five  depressed  subjects  in  the  escapable
group  were  excluded  fron  the  final  sample  because  they
failed  to  learn  to  escape  the  noise.    Thus  the  escap-
able  noise  sub5ects  were  chosen  on  the  basis  of  their
escape  learning  ability  and  thus  less  bright  subjects
were  excluded  fr'om  the  sample.     The  present  study  did
not  employ  this  bias  in  that  all  sut)Sects,  regardless
of  their  performance  on  the  discrimination  learning
problem,  were  tested  on  the  anagram  task.
Perhaps  one  of  the  most  important  findings  in  this
study  was  that  leaned  helplessness,  wheri  produced  by
insoluble  discrimination  learnin  problems,  appeared
to  be  a  transient  and  temporary  state,  disappearing  !,`,i
within  24  hours.    If  24  hours  elapses  between  insol-
ubility and  test  tasks,  learned  helplessness  did  not.
appear  on  the  test  task.    This  was  in  contrast  to  the
suggestion  by  Miller  and  Seligman  (1975)  that  jthe
process  induced  by  uncontrollability may  be' a  rudiment
of  a  .trait"  (p.  327).
Another  interesting  finding  was  that  deftpessed
subjects  tended  to  make  more  errors  on  the  anagrams,
but  their  response  latency  did  not  differ  from  the  non-
depressed  subjects.    This  insignificant  finding  of
I.esponse  latency  was  in  contrast  to  the  general  notion
that  depressed  individuals  tend  to  be  slower  than  non-
\
depressed  individuals.
•,.~    A_I.                                                                                        .    a..A.`t.i+.`             "     -I..a.      .r...+    `'       .-.':t'.`ri>;_..,- r            I..:-`.`~,..IL`+           -               ,-`\``\..     .`¢.-I.
For  further  study  it  would  t}e  interesting  to
investigate  the  lasting  effects  of multiple  sessions
``--`\  -..--.---.....   I.-`      .`           -I,.-` -,.---          y.i.-< .....,        i..           `~-'                                ,< ,-.-        `





than  one  session  as  in  the  present  study.     It  may
prove,  asiin  animals,  that  multiple  sessions  lead  to
longer  lasting  learned  helplessness.    Further,  future
studies  may  investigate  the  lasting  effects  of  a  more
aversive  helplessness  inducing  procedure.
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Sit.=`   ?i??R|   I::TT.:.?rc._i?.'.r
;`-i.     I    ,3`)ii't    .feel    sc-.fL
I.    I   i.r3ts].    5 ..--. 1   o=.   'o_||u3     .
c.    I   am   blue   oir.   s:~`L'l   all   i:':e   time   a.rT.a   I   c€..?i't   sr}.`a.c
out  oi.  -i't
a..   I   ar.I   s`)   sa,i-I   cr`   un'.1_..i~piiy   t:ia.i   it   is   qiJLit,e   li.`:LirifLil
e.   ,I   ITt   so   s.a-a-oi'  uiih`:i+pry   t`:iat`   I   c:m't   s`i;=n.-I..  it
a
I  an  nit   p-?I.I'tic`i.IarJ.y  i]esf,imist,ic   or  6.iscoui-egea
a`OOu.i;   t}`Le   future
I   feel   dig.?.3:.:ii-3€3d   a;.bJ.i`i`t   t'ie   futii.re
C.    I   feel    I   :-.``:..Ve   :I.`li;:1i2lg   t,1    lt'Jo}{   f.or..,'€r±    to      a
d.   I   feel   t:ia.t   I  -,.,'\):t't   ever   ;et   ove-_.  :n}-ti.oil.jles
e.   I  feel   t:l]Lt   i:ie  j`-uture   is  hgiiele€`s  €mft.   tl-.at   t`f.inss
C;-nnot   irfiprove       `       .
a..   I   do   not   feel   li-`iz:e   a   f£3.ill.tile
•o.   I.feel   I  have   f,ailed  m3i'e   t:1a:A,  t:ie  aver,ige   pei.son
c.   I  feel   .I  ±i3.ve  acco:iplis.``iei  very  little   ±jh3Lt   i3
`..'ot2r`t..:tile    or    tTri€.i    I-tie,.`,.-. is    ;i|`t.yt}i.ills
a.   As   I   ]ool:  b;c:i-:   ori  in.y   life.   ..all   I   c€".i   see-is   a.lot
of  fai].ures
e.I  feel   .I  am  a,  co..iiilete   fa,ilure   as  €j.  pp,rso-{i
a.   I  dor`.'t  feel  p,::rticulaii].y  guilty                          .
b.   I   f€el   baa  or  u:i\...orth:`r  a  good  pal.i;   o.I  t:ie-tirie
c.   I  feL3l   Quite  guilty
.d..   I.  feel   `o.=i,a   oi-u.``w.`?]`i;Tn+y   i.r£-ctica`ily   all   t?ie   tile  iiow





E.        ,i.     I    l-]Oi-;'t    =Ter=:i     I    r-.:.1.    b3i:J|g    .}.?.i`.iT.S:r-,C`-i
i.`.      I    liz.Tz-9     .`..    f=t.`].il;.c;    th:;  I;     a.J!.;.=jt,:;,.'.=`..i    'OL3..:     'i-.-f  .  2^.:,:.:?:r`£    t,.:)    rll-~
::.I    feel    I    ar:i    -.j€iiiu    pu..]..i_a:`L:-:-.i    ;-ji.    I.I.il:.    `i`,:    .t)-.;:`ii=,.I...3i3.
-I.    I   feel   I   i.c.]3r-v-t-3 `to   `:"   ;).i_iis'iecl
c:.    I.'".a-tzi.t    to   ..')f3    T]uTi.ishel,
.+
F.     a..   '1  an  :lot  i]itttif,Lr_arly  a.i3satis=ief.
•`  -i..  I   feel   tio-re~]   :-.lost   `if   t:i±   tills
c.   i  aor+'t   e-.ijo:-things   t'.rie  i..'a3+   I  u3ea  i..•          a.   I  don't  get   3atisff!ci;ion  out   of  a=ijrthi-+'Ig  ap.y  Esre
e.   I   an   ~Jiss€.tisfied   '`y.i+,2`.   ever:`-t!.ii..13                    .
'`G.      a.fy  I   do-_itt  .|^eal   di3..3,rt±,ointef   i'.I   mjself
b.   I   an   disai:pc)ii'\t,e`i.   i.ii.r.iysel.i.
-      c.   I  do2i't   =ike  I:iyself
a.    I   am   dis5ui`c±,+..e.i   t„'it`|  ng`-sol.?
'       e.   I   hc-I.te   :-+i}self
H..   .3.    I   ao=-i't   feel   I   a.:..I   aligr   .``-or.se   t:ia-!i   ci.n;i+,ocly   else
.,`•o.    I   ,art   critical   o.r  a:jv-?elf  for   I::,--- o-..r|`!   ]ii.stc:,`.:9s
c..I   blaine   rp}rse].i-i,.=i.  in:`,-f{-Lij.its               `





I.      a..   I   a:?ii't   h€:.va   `r3.:1y   thouirhts   cif  h,3.rEirtg  mys3].f
b.   I  h3,ve   th`j.u:hts   of  :'i.`3,I:mi.ii.3  myself  To.it  -I   \`,'ou].i
2iot   6aiTr.v   the;:I   out+                   .                                                    .
c.   I  feel   I  v,.I.ul,a+  .oe   better   of.i.   if   I  \.73r3   dea,.at
d.   I  feel  Ir!y  f3mi].y  woul,i  t.e  .letter  off  if  I  were  dea.d
e.   I  ha.ve   defii`.ite   i]1|i.is  a.oi)u+,   cor,Hitting   s,uiciae' €   .
I.   I.woijila  Titill  in/€,eli'  if  I  couli
a.r    .?.--I  dorlt   cl.y  c.ii7  m]re   thir   .,J3ull
•   .    b.    I   cry   rLioI.€   -Ii`]',..   tin.i:1   I  ,`us3d   to
6.    I   C-I.-y   all.   t:lr..    t,iril-e   110',.\/.       I.Cr?1.n'.t   Sti3P   i+,
d.       I   u{3.3`'t   i;o   ..e   ,:.,'3le   to   crJ.  biit   n.3i`,.   I   ca:i'`u   c}.a-a+t   a].1
:Jv..r3-Ll     t`-|Jt;-='-.-     I     :.,.-=J.--1-+J     to
a.     I    -ii    n`i    mt?.:.`e    i=r`.'ifro,i=e.fl.    :1...'.,..    t`.-i=i.:1    I    e-\,  `.:.r    ,:-£r;1,
'L}.     I    get    t`ii|.L|r):..r.3'10  '..     iT=.it'-.+Lr,Cl     ,-,.. :J:...`?     e:?.~,.-t.I:.r    t'.i -.....1     I    .|=,3`?i     -:;O
r;.    I   feel_.  iriT.Lt:.:~t,=fL    'ill   i:``..-;    +,i...ie
'`3.    I   do:i't   3'3t   iri-itate.3   +._`,I,   a.11   f`?r   t'`ie   t'.-ii:233   t``....`,.t
u33€.   ti3   ir2.it`iJj3   m3.
€3..    I  h.3,v3   fi.]t   lof`t   iriter?st   ill+   othei.   ='33i)l_e
b.   I   ar..i   less   i-jit€r3sted   i2`,   ot'i`Ler   peoi)le  iTi.w   tiL`an   I
u.I--.ed'  tJ   be
a.   I  he.ve   lost  i.1\)si:   of  Ftjr   i:1ter.3st,   i-:1   ot?ier   i]`'3opie
and 'h-*ve .Ii+,tie   feelir.g  foi.   `r+len
a.   I  .hive   lost  a,11.-£y   int3rest   i..1 --othej.-iiec.3?_e   caia
don't   c{:J.re   a.bj..it.t:i31.i`   I.t   all
\
a. .  I   mall+`:e   de'cisic`,n.?,   ?3.b.)u+,   =i`-,../ell   as   evei'
b.    I   t-~r.y   to   rtiLit   /Off   ;r.'3J,{i-:i::   aeci`qi{.i.5
c.   I  have   jl'eat  difficii=t;.'  i:i  ria.Hiri3  a3cisi3-.is
a.    I   ca+i't   ;-{n,1:i:e   `=,,._1:;~   clecis:;i`:s   cit   .al.-L   fi_ij,-rL.1.e
a.   I   ao=i't   feel   I   :Lo.:.:   al`^j   .w'..rs3   t:-i==i  I  use'3   to
b.   I   am   `,-`)±I'ief+   i:.`[,_ +,   I   a.in   lo`)I:i:-i3   `)1d   `ir  ur).a.ttrac:tive
c.    I   fe.'=,1   tha.t  .t`1.e:..`e   cl.re   p3-rmc+,-ne-h.t   che.r:ges   in   my
•.    appe3.r`3nce   cans   tlFjy   lr:1,31.:e   r!e   lo.31.c   uliattl`c3~c'"..1,-a
d.   I  feel  that  I  arii  ugly  or  repu-1sive  li)o:ting
a,.   I   cart  t','ork   at'.u+.   as  v.'e=l   as  .o6foi.e                         .     -
ti.   It,  .t.3,k?s   e¥.+,Ta  effoi.t.  to  get   sta.rte.i  at  do±Iig
so:.iethirig       ,
c..    I   don't   \tror±-.i   es   `..:e].i   .3.L`,   I   use.5.   .to.                      ,.
\
t'.  .  a.   I  riave   i:o   push   .r.75elf   vel.;r   h,±,ra.  t`1   do   a:i}rtiiins




{i .  '.I   cc~Ln   slcc`j]   ;`j.a   well   as   usual
b.    I   Wcke   up   mol.e   tired   in   the   rriorllinLr   t`[1a,-11   I   ur;r=d`.to`,
c.   I  w't`j{e,  up   I-2   hou-rs   c,|rlier   tht',i,n   ur3ual   antl   fin'.1
.i.i   to   get   bac]c   to   Slecij
d:   I  wcl.Ice  up   early   every  day   and  can't  cot  I.r,or'c
tlitili   5   hours   sleep
a.   I   clofi't   get   €L}!jr   I-jlore   tire4   thcin   usual
`u.   I  Set   tilled  more   r}asily  than   I  used   to
c.   I  ge+,   tired.from  doing  anything
d.   I  g`et   too  tired  to  do  anything
R.     a.  My  aiipetite   is  no  ,worse-than   usual
`       b.   My   ciL|)petite   is  not   as   good   as   it  used   to   bc
c.   My   appetite   is  much  worse   now,,
a.   I  have  no  appetite  at  all  any  more
a` .   I  h,'i,ven't  lost  much  weight,   if  any,   lately
b.   I  have   lost  more   tha,n   5   pounds
c.   I  l'ia.ve   lost  more   than   ].0  pounds
d.   I  hcr`.ve   lost  more   than   15   pounds
a.   I  am  no  more   concerned  about  my  health  than  usual
b.   I  am   concerned  about   aches  and  pains   o\r  upset
stoma.ch   or  constipation
c.   I  am   s`o   concerned  with  how  I  feel   or  what   I  fee]
that  it's  ha,rd  to  think  of  much  else
d.   I  am   completely  absorbed  in  wha,i   I  feel
a.   I  have  not..not:ice.d  any`recent   change   in  m}   il-;tercst
in  sex
TD.   I  a,in   less   in'terested  in   sex   than   I  used  to   be
c.   I   am  much   less   intereste`d   in   sex  now
d.   I  have   lost  interest  in  sex  completely      `
APPENDIX  a
BDI   INSTRUCTIONS
The  BDI  was  given  face  down.     'when  all  BDI's  were
given  out,   subjects  were  asked  to  turn  them  over  afid
read  the  following  instructions:  .  ''This  is  a  questionairre
of  21   questions.     Read  each  group  of  statements.     Then
I  want  you  to  circle  the  letter  of  the  one  statement
in  that  group  which  best  describes  the  way  you feel
today,  that  is,  right  now.     If  there  are  two  or  more
statements  describing  the  way  you  feel,  circle  the
alphabetically  higher  one.    For  example,  if  statements
'b'  and   'c'  equally  describe  the  way  you  feel  right  now,
then  circle  the  'c'  since  it  is  the  alphabetically
higher  one.    Please  be  honest  with  yourself  in  answer-
ing    all  questions.    All  answers  and  scores  arg  strictly
confidential.    Any  questions?...Start."
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APPE?JDI}:   C
SaT`=1€-Discrimination  Lean.ing  Cards
Prerr`oattr`ent  Discrimi;-,-+ion   Learning  Cards
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+`'.PPENI)IX   D
Pest  lask:   Anagrams
First  Set
Anagram
1  )   Puomi
2)   CIsea
5)   eryna
4)   aioss
5)  1rfti
6)   tiellp
7)  uiatd
8)   dpato
9)   nl.uec
10)   8laei
11)   asceu
12)  hicra
15)   o±cab
14)   aohcv
15)   poanr
16)   1cete
17)   rmcpa
18)   oni8i
19 ) `' lufro
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APPENDIX   E
Instructions  tc>  all  subjects:     ''Your  first  task
will  be  a  sample  discriminai;ion  learning.  problem
followed  by  four  new  problems.     (The  subject  was
handed  the  first  sample  discrimination  learning  card).
In  this  experiment  you  will  be  presented  with  a  series
of.:cards  like  this  one,  each  card  having  two  different
stimulus  patterns.    These  patterns  are  made  of  three
different  dimensions  with  two  characteristics  associatsd
with  each  dimension.     (The  experimenter  described  and
showed  the  subject  the  dimensions  and  characteristics).
Each  stimulus  pattern  has  one  characteristic  of  each
of  the  three  dimensions  with  the  other  pattern  having
its  complimentary,  characteristic. "
The  Control  subjects  instructions  stopped  here
with  the  added  instrriction,   lIIjook  at  each  stiinulus
pattern  carefully  and  go  to  the  next  card  when  I  i;ell
you . „
The  rest  of  the  instructions  for  the  insoluble  and
soluble  groups  were  as  followed:     ''1  will  randomly
choos6` one  of  these  six  characteristics  as  being
'correct'.    For  each  card  your  task  will  be  to  point
to  the  stimulus  pattern  which  you  think  contains  this
characteristic  and  I  will  te\|l  you  whether  you  are
.)
col.rect  or  inc`orrect.     Then  you  will  go  to  the  next
•.i-,       (-.L.,,      :   .,J   ;-(?,,:,.,   ;,        :,"  .-,,- :-:[       ,.,,. :-,i-.l:l-,:I   -i       i/r,.i,,-i,,i(,;,i...:-:i
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i,~                                  `        1                                                                               }-c`-,.t      `                      i`..         _)       uTi`         ,I+       0:`              '~`,^r         "^,
1--,`.-`,                                                        ,`   ,.-,     :.;        T       :,i-,,````        I.:--                                        ~:-,11                          ,,,-,,. "`        `',
ttl-i-L`                                          a        .'-,-`/         ``,-i-                                                 ,         `,)-I      .        (``,i       ,`-,\
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t`,`    `       t        .``,     tr`     `,                             T        \.:._i:,        €`,~.,.„..      .\^`L,,_,.`      :`j,         `2j,_        ,,.:.    i,,     :i      cLjF,.,     v:~..
:r:.,`.L`         ,.-r'      'i``_   I"      -.:```     1``=``.,I.j     t}1_T3'J     `l.iu.1-:'nsj.`1}1^S     `\,'ith     i;',/-O
(;i.     _.=.;` .,.... `  `..rj,:,     f!,S:3oci'1-'Gr3`-t`     1..i-'Gh.     `£`'.`+C1-I     dinlenL-,ioilp          r^.2^,i5`.
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APPENDIX  F
Instructions  for  I'retreatment  Problems
Instructions  to  Control  Subjects:     ''Now  you  will  t)e
presented  with  some  new  cards.     Please  continue  to
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study  each  stimulus  pattern  and  go  to  the  next  card
when  I  tell  you  to."
Instructions  to  the  Insoluble  and  Soluble  Subjects:
''Now  you  will  be  presented  with  some  new  cards  which
compose  a  new  problem.     These  new  cards  are  similiar
to  the  sample  car.ds  you  have  just  seen  except  there
is  an  added  dimension  and  thus  two  new  characteristics.
the  added  dimension  is  the  position  of  the  stimulus
pattern  and  the  added  characteristics  are  the  right  and
left  positions.    So  on  these  new  prot)lens  you  have  four
dimensions  add  eight  characteristics.     (Ihe  experimenter
described  and  showed  the  subject  the  dimensions  and
char.acteristics).     I  will  randomly  choose  one  of  these
eight  characteris±ics  as  being."correct".    Your  task
will  be  the  same  as  before  and  after  your  response  to
each  card,   1`  will  give  you  correct  or  incorrect  feedback.
Any  questions?"
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